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Ultimate Codes: Near-Optimal MDS Array
Codes for RAID-6
Zhijie Huang, Hong Jiang, Senior Member, IEEE, Chong Wang,
Ke Zhou, Member, IEEE, and Yuhong Zhao
Abstract—As modern storage systems have grown in size and complexity, RAID-6 is poised to replace RAID-5 as the dominant
form of RAID architectures due to its ability to protect against double disk failures. Many excellent erasure codes specially
designed for RAID-6 have emerged in recent years. However, all of them have limitations. In this paper, we present a class of
near perfect erasure codes for RAID-6, called the Ultimate codes. These codes encode, update and decode either optimally or
nearly optimally, regardless of what the code length is. This implies that utilizing these codes we can build highly efficient and
scalable RAID-6 systems. The performance analysis shows that the Ultimate codes outperform all the existing representative
RAID-6 codes in encoding and decoding. Because of these unique advantages of the Ultimate codes, we anticipate them to
become a preferred choice of the RAID-6 implementers.
Index Terms—RAID-6, MDS array codes, reliability, storage system
F
1 INTRODUCTION
E VER since it’s 1988 introduction, the RAID (Re-dundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) technology
[1] has been very widely adopted, almost ubiqui-
tously in the applications needing highly available
and reliable storage subsystems. The initial RAID
organizations (RAID 1-5) can only protect against a
single disk failure, which was shown to be inadequate
as the average number of disks in a disk array grows
[2]. Hence, the RAID-6 (P + Q Redundancy) orga-
nization [3], which can tolerate any two concurrent
disk failures and the case of encountering an uncor-
rectable read error during recovery, was subsequently
proposed and added to the basic RAID organizations.
Since modern storage systems are growing in size
rapidly and use less reliable disks (e.g., ATA and
SATA) widely to reduce the total cost in some appli-
cations, RAID-6 has been employed increasingly more
pervasively to provide the necessary availability.
Unlike other RAID organizations, RAID-6 is merely
a specification rather than an exact technique. It is a
specification for disk arrays with k data disks plus
2 redundant disks to tolerate the failure of any two
disks. The two redundant disks, which are called
P and Q respectively, are used to store the coding
information calculated from the original data. And
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the calculations must be made in such a way that if
any two of the disks in the array fail, the data on the
failed disks can be recovered from the surviving disks.
Obviously, implementing a RAID-6 system relies on
some erasure coding schemes, and the exact scheme
to be adopted is up to the implementers. There are
various erasure codes that can be used for imple-
menting RAID-6, such as Reed-Solomon codes [4],
EVENODD codes [5], RDP codes [6] and Liberation
codes [7]. However, none of these codes has emerged
as a clear “all-around” winner — each of them has its
own limitations.
In this paper, we present a new class of MDS (Max-
imum Distance Separable) array codes that we argue
are the best alternatives for implementing RAID-6
systems. These codes can provide optimal or near
optimal performance in all phases of coding, namely,
encoding, decoding and update, regardless of what
the code length is. This is quite significant for building
efficient and flexible RAID-6 systems. The main idea
behind these codes can be conveyed by the three
design principles that characterize these codes. First,
they are designed so that the parity-check matrices are
systematic and the density reaches the corresponding
lower bound as presented in [8]. This implies that the
update complexity of these codes attains the theoreti-
cal lower bound of systematic codes. Second, common
subexpressions are identified and utilized to eliminate
repetitive calculations in encoding/decoding. Third
and finally, shortened codes are constructed such that
the number of available common subexpressions is
maximized. We provide a detailed description of the
new codes, including encoding, update and decoding
procedures in this paper. To protect against the data
loss caused by silent errors, a simple decoding pro-
cedure for a single error is also presented. We will
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show that these codes represent the state-of-the-art
RAID-6 codes and we conjecture that they may not
be further improved. As such, we anticipate that they
will likely become a preferred choice of the RAID-6
implementers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we briefly introduce the RAID-6
specification and review the strengths and weaknesses
of the representative existing codes for RAID-6, which
serves as the key motivation for this work. Then,
in Section 3, we describe the construction of our
new codes and prove their MDS property. Section 4
presents the concrete encoding and decoding algo-
rithms. Section 5 describes the construction of the best
shortened codes and Section 6 discusses the signifi-
cance of the lowest density property. The complexity
analysis and comparison with the previous works
are presented in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, we
summarize the contributions of this work and remark
on the directions of our future work.
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In a broader sense, the term “RAID-6” represents any
form of RAID that can tolerate any two concurrent
disk failures [9]. Nevertheless, the de facto standard
form of RAID-6 has been the so-called P +Q redun-
dancy, which was first proposed in [3]. The P + Q
redundancy RAID-6 is extended from RAID-5 by
adding another redundant disk to the original system.
Consequently, the data striping and parity placement
of RAID-6 are similar to that of RAID-5, as depicted
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Data striping and parity placement of RAID-6
Specifically, each disk of a RAID-6 system is par-
titioned into a number of commensurate segments,
called strips. Then, a stripe is defined as a maximal set
of strips that are dependently related by an erasure
code. Each disk of the array contributes exactly one
strip to a certain stripe, as shown in Fig. 1. In each
stripe, the coding strip P is obtained by XORing all
the data strips, while the calculation of the coding
strip Q depends on the erasure coding scheme used
to implement RAID-6. Thus, the key challenge in de-
signing a RAID-6 coding scheme lies in the definition
of the Q strip. It is worth mentioning that the terms
“strip” and “stripe” correspond to the coding theory
terms “symbol” and “codeword” respectively.
There are many erasure codes that can be used
to implement RAID-6, and the most popular ones
all conform to the P + Q redundancy form. The
original implementation of RAID-6 [3] used Reed-
Solomon codes that are general-purpose erasure codes
capable of correcting arbitrary numbers of erasures
and errors. However, Reed-Solomon codes require
specialized hardware to enable efficient computation
of the finite field arithmetic on which the codes are
based. Consequently, in order to implement RAID-6
efficiently, a series of MDS array codes that involve on-
ly XOR (exclusive-OR) computations were proposed
in the past few years.
In MDS array codes, each codeword is a wn array
of binary bits, containing both data bits and parity
bits, where w is usually a function of a prime number.
Each parity bit is calculated to be the even parity of a
certain collection of the data bits, and the calculations
must be such that any two erasures can be tolerated
without data loss. According to the distribution of the
parity information in a codeword, MDS array codes
can be categorized into horizontal codes such as Cauchy
Reed-Solomon Codes [10], EVENODD codes [5], RDP
codes [6], and Liberation codes [7], and vertical codes
such as X-code [11], B-code [12], P-code [13] and
Cyclic Lowest Density codes [14]. In horizontal codes,
the parity information is placed in dedicated columns,
while in vertical codes it is evenly distributed among
almost all the columns. Thus, vertical codes are quite
inflexible in that they can not change the number of
disks in the system dynamically without recoding the
entire system. Obviously, only horizontal codes are
applicable to the P +Q redundancy form of RAID-6.
There are also non-MDS codes that tolerate two-
disk failures, such as WEAVER Codes [15], HoVer
codes [16], full-2 codes [17] and generalized X-Code
[18]. These codes are less popular due to their subop-
timal storage efficiency and practitioners typically do
not want to devote extra storage for fault tolerance
when they do not have to [19].
When implementing a RAID-6 system with MDS
array codes, each strip is further divided into a certain
number of elements, of which each generally consists
of one or more machine words. Now, a stripe appears
as a two-dimensional array of elements. Actually,
a stripe is exactly a certain number of codewords
that are interleaved for efficient computing [20]. For
instance, if an element is defined to be a 32-bit ma-
chine word, then a stripe consists of 32 interleaved
codewords. In this way, the XORs are performed
on machine words rather than bits, improving the
efficiency. Thus, the element size is restricted to be
a multiple of the machine’s word size. In the most
common case, an element is implemented as a whole
sector, which is the smallest unit of disk access.
In general, erasure codes in storage systems can be
evaluated in the following metrics:
 Storage overhead refers to the redundancy needed
to provide certain fault tolerance. Theoretically,
in order to protect the system against the loss of
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any r disks, we need at least r redundant disks.
In coding theory, this is known as the Singleton
bound [21], and the codes that attain this bound
are classified as the Maximum Distance Separable
(MDS) codes.
 Encoding complexity refers to the number of com-
putational operations (usually translated to X-
ORs) needed to calculate the coding information.
For a (k+2)-system, the theoretical lower bound
of the encoding complexity is k   1 XOR opera-
tions per coding element [6].
 Decoding complexity refers to the number of com-
putational operations needed to reconstruct the
lost data or coding information. As with encod-
ing, the theoretical lower bound is k   1 XOR
operations per lost element for a (k + 2)-system.
 Update complexity refers to the average number of
coding elements that must be updated when a
data element is modified. The theoretical lower
bound is 2 for two-erasure-correcting codes.
 Flexibility signifies the ease of altering the number
of disks of the entire system.
All of the above metrics are important in the practical
systems. In particular, storage overhead directly trans-
lates into the cost of fault tolerance, thus MDS codes
are preferred. Encoding complexity represents the per-
formance of full-stripe writes, while update complex-
ity directly affects the performance of small writes.
Moreover, when applied to SSD (Solid State Drive)
arrays, update complexity can also affect the SSDs’
service lifetime. Decoding complexity determines the
performance of recovery and degraded reads. Note
that the reconstruction time is inversely proportional
to the system’s availability. Finally, as the storage
systems often need to expand their capacity according
to new requirements after initial deployment, it is
desirable to have flexible RAID-6 systems that allow
easy expansion.
To the best of our knowledge, EVENODD, RDP and
Liberation codes represent the current state-of-the-art
RAID-6 codes. However, they still have some limita-
tions that cannot be ignored. In particular, EVENODD
and RDP codes all have the update complexity of
nearly 3, which is 1:5 times over the theoretical lower
bound of 2. Moreover, for the flexibility of altering
the number of disks, the parameter w is usually fixed
after initial deployment. In this case, EVENODD and
RDP codes will suffer from performance loss during
encoding and decoding when k shrinks [7]. On the
other hand, while Liberation codes attain the lower
bound of horizontal codes in update complexity and
exhibit near optimal encoding performance, they have
notably worse decoding performance than the former
two. As a result, it would clearly be desirable to have
codes with best trade-offs among all these metrics.
To this end, we present a new class of MDS array
codes for RAID-6, called the Ultimate codes, with the
following properties:
 They conform to the P +Q redundancy form.
 They encode and decode optimally or near opti-
mally for any size of RAID-6 systems.
 Their update complexity is asymptotically op-
timal as w ! 1. Moreover, it can be shown
that it achieves the lower bound for all sys-
tematic/horizontal MDS array codes with w =
prime 1.
 For a fixed w, they always exhibit optimal or
near optimal performance as k varies from 2 to
w + 1. As we will see in Section 7, this property
allows us to build flexible RAID-6 systems almost
without performance loss.
We describe the new codes and analyze their com-
plexity next.
3 CONSTRUCTION OF ULTIMATE CODES
Since our codes conform to the P + Q redundancy
specification, the sole task left is to define the calcu-
lation of the Q strip. As mentioned before, a stripe is
essentially a group of codewords that are interleaved
for performance purpose. Thus, for simplicity, we
will focus on codewords rather than stripes in what
follows.
In Ultimate codes, a standard codeword is a (m  
1)  (m + 2) bit array with the first m columns
containing data bits while the last two columns con-
taining parity bits, where m is an odd prime. This
requirement is necessary for the codes to be MDS.
However, this does not mean that the number of
data disks in a real RAID-6 system must be a prime
number too. If we want to build a RAID-6 system
with any number k data disks, we can take a prime
number m such that m  k and assume that there
are m   k empty (or imaginary) disks (disks storing
only 0s) in the system. In this way, the codes actually
can be used to implement a RAID-6 system with an
arbitrary size.
Before formally describing the encoding procedure,
we first define some notations. We use di;j to denote
the i-th bit in the j-th data column, and pi; qi to denote
the i-th bit in the parity columns P and Q respectively,
where 0  i  m   2 and 0  j  m   1. For ease
of describing the code, we assume throughout this
paper that there is an imaginary all-zero row after the
last row in the codeword. We also let hai = amodm,
clearly 0  hai  m  1.
3.1 The Encoding Procedure
In any codeword, each parity bit is calculated to be the
even parity of a certain subset of the data bits. In order
to tolerate two-disk failures, the calculations must be
such that the bits contained in any two columns of
the codeword can be reconstructed from the other
m columns. Using the notations defined above, the
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relations between the parity bits and the data bits in
a codeword can be described as follows:
pi =
m 1M
c=0
di;c (1)
qi =
 
m 1M
c=0
dhi ci;c
!
 dm 2 i;i+1  dm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i (2)
where i = 0; 1;    ;m  2.
Obviously, column P is simply the XOR of all the
data columns, i.e., the i-th bit of column P is just
the even parity of all the data bits in the i-th row.
The definition of column Q, however, is somewhat
complicated. To make it more intuitive, let us consider
the geometric meaning of (2), noting that the (m 1)-
th (last) row of the codeword is an imaginary all-
zero row. First, we define the i-th diagonal as the
position set f(x; y)jx+y  i(modm); 0  x; y  m 1g,
i.e., f(i; 0); (hi  1i; 1); (hi  2i; 2);    ; (hi+1i;m  1)g.
Clearly, the data part of the codeword can be com-
pletely covered by m such diagonals. Then, qi is
calculated to be the XOR of all the data bits along
the i-th diagonal and two additional data bits along
the (m   1)-th diagonal. These two additional data
bits are in the (i + 1)-th column and the h2i + 2i-
th column respectively. We define the i-th diagonal
parity group as the set that consists of qi and the
data bits used to calculate qi. Since every diagonal
parity group contains exactly two data bits along the
(m   1)-th diagonal, we call this diagonal the shared
diagonal. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the diagonal
parity groups and the shared diagonal of the standard
Ultimate code with m = 5. The i-th diagonal parity
group is labeled with the number i.
D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 P Q
0 1 2 3 31 0
1 2 3 23 0 1
2 3 10 0 1 2
3 02 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
Fig. 2. Diagonal parity groups in a standard Ultimate
code with m = 5
The notion of the shared diagonal – each diagonal parity
group contains exactly two of the data bits lying in the
(m  1)-th diagonal – is the main novelty of the Ultimate
codes. And this is the only difference between the
Ultimate codes and the EVENODD codes in which
each diagonal parity group contains all the data bits
lying in the (m  1)-th diagonal. However, as we will
see below, it is this difference that enables the former
to be optimal or near optimal in all the metrics of
erasure codes.
3.2 The MDS Property
The Ultimate codes defined above can recover the
information lost in any two columns, provided that
m is an odd prime. In other words, the minimum
distance of the code is 3, in the sense that any nonzero
codeword in the code has at least 3 columns that
are nonzero. Next, we prove the MDS property of
the Ultimate codes by showing that any nonzero
codeword has (column) weight exactly 3.
First we present some lemmas that will be used in
the proof of Theorem 1 that claims Ultimate codes’
MDS property.
Lemma 1: In the sequence of numbers fhm   1 +
ni; n = 0 : : :mg, with m being prime and 0 <  < m,
the endpoints are both equal tom 1, and all numbers
0; 1;    ;m  2 occur exactly once in the sequence [6].
Lemma 2: For any odd primem, if m+12  x  m 1,
then h2xi < x.
Proof: Since m+1  2x  2m 2, we have h2xi =
2x m = x  (m  x) < x.
Lemma 3: For 1  j < l  m 1(m is an odd prime),
if l = 2j and j = h2li, then m = 3.
Proof: From l = 2j and j = h2li, we have j 
4j(modm), i.e., 3j  0(modm). Since m is a prime
number and 1  j  m   1, we have 3  0(modm),
thus m = 3.
Lemma 4: For any odd prime m, if 1  x  m   1,
then 0  hh(x  2)=2i   xi  m  2.
Proof: Since 0  hh(x 2)=2i xi  m 1, we only
need to prove that hh(x   2)=2i   xi 6= m   1. Let us
prove it by contradiction. Suppose hh(x  2)=2i xi =
m   1, i.e., (x   2)=2   x  m   1(modm), then we
have x  2  2x  2m  2(modm),  x  2m(modm),
x  0(modm). This contradicts the condition 1  x 
m  1.
Lemma 5: For any odd prime m, if 1  x; y  m  1
and x 6= h2yi, then 0  hh(x  2)=2i   yi  m  2.
Proof: Since 0  hhx 22 i   yi  m   1, we only
need to prove that hhx 22 i   yi 6= m  1. Let us prove
it by contradiction. Suppose hhx 22 i   yi = m  1, i.e.,
x 2
2   y  m  1(modm), then we have x  2  2y 
2m  2(modm), x  2y+2m(modm), x  2y(modm).
Since 1  x; y  m   1, x  2y(modm) is equivalent
to x = h2yi. This contradicts the condition x 6= h2yi.
Lemma 6: For 1  x  m  1(m is an odd prime), if
h2xi is odd, then h2xi < x, otherwise h2xi > x.
Proof: Since 2  2x  2m 2, then either h2xi = 2x
or h2xi = 2x   m. If h2xi is odd, necessarily, h2xi =
2x m = x  (m  x) < x. If h2xi is even, necessarily,
h2xi = 2x > x.
Theorem 1: For any odd prime m, the code defined
above has column distance of 3, i.e., it is MDS.
Proof: Observe that the code is a linear code, thus
its column distance is equal to its minimum column
weight, i.e., the column weight of the nonzero code-
word with the smallest column weight. Therefore,
proving that the code is MDS is equivalent to proving
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that any valid nonzero codeword of the code has
at least three nonzero columns. We will prove it by
contradiction.
From the construction of the code, it is very easy to
verify that it is impossible for a nonzero codeword to
have only one nonzero column.
Now, suppose there is a nonzero codeword that
contains two nonzero columns. The positions of the
two nonzero columns fall into the following four
cases:
Case 1: The two nonzero columns are P and Q.
This is impossible according to (1) and (2).
Case 2: The jth data column (0  j  m   1) and
column Q are nonzero. In this case, column P is equal
to the jth data column according to (1), i.e., column
P is also nonzero. This contradicts the assumption.
Case 3: The jth data column (0  j  m   1)
and column P are nonzero. For conciseness, we let
u = h j 22 i throughout this paper. According to (2), we
have dhi ji;j  dm 2 i;i+1  dm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i = 0 for
i = 0; 1;    ;m   2. Since 0  i  m   2, it can be
easily deduced that 1  i+ 1; h2i+ 2i  m  1. Then,
if j = 0, we have dm 2 i;i+1 = dm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i = 0,
thus di;0 = 0, which contradicts the assumption. If
1  j  m  1, then we get8<: dm 1;j  dm 1 j;j = 0dhu ji;j  dm 1 j;j = 0
dhi ji;j = 0; i 6= j   1; u
(3)
From this equation we can deduce that every data
bit in the jth data column is 0, which contradicts the
assumption again.
Case 4: The jth data column and the lth data
column (0  j < l  m   1) are nonzero. This
is the main case. For conciseness, we let v = h l 22 i
throughout this paper. Moreover, we use SPi (S
Q
i )
to denote the XOR of all the bits in the i-th row
(diagonal) parity group except the ones that are in
the j-th and l-th data columns. First, according to (1),
we have
di;j  di;l = SPi = 0; 0  i  m  2: (4)
Then, if j = 0 and 1  l  m  1, according to (2), we
have8<:
dl 1;0  dm 1 l;l = SQl 1 = 0
dv;0  dhv li;l  dm 1 l;l = SQv = 0
di;0  dhi li;l = SQi = 0(i 6= l   1; v) :
(5)
According to Lemma 1, v exists in the sequence of
numbersm 1,hm 1+li,hm 1+2li,   ,m 1 l,m 1.
Thus, there must be two numbers n1 and n2 such that
hv   n1li = hm   1 + li = l   1 and hv + n2li = m  
1   l. From (4) and (5), we have the following set of
equations:
dv;0  dv;l = 0
dv;l  dhv+li;0 = 0
dhv+li;0  dhv+li;l = 0
dhv+li;l  dhv+2li;0 = 0
...
dm 1 l;0  dm 1 l;l = 0
Adding these equations results in a new equation
dv;0dm 1 l;l = 0. From this equation and (6) we get
dhv li;l = 0. Once dhv li;l is determined, according to
(4) and (5), we have di;0 = di;l = 0(i = hv  li : : : l 1).
From dl 1;0 = 0 and Equation (5) we get dm 1 l;l = 0.
Similarly, once dm 1 l;l is determined, we can deduce
that di;0 = di;l = 0(i = v : : :m 1 l). Notice that hv li
and v are adjacent points in the sequence mentioned
above, thus all the data bits in the 0th data column
and the lth data column are zeros. This contradicts
the assumption.
If 1  j < l  m   1, then according to the
relationship between j and l, this case can be further
divided into four subcases:
(a) l = h2ji and j = h2li. When h2ji = l, since j < l,
according to Lemma 2, we have 1  j  m 12 , thus
l = h2ji = 2j. According to Lemma 3, this subcase
occurs only when m = 3, thus j = 1 and l = 2. Then,
from (2) we have d1;2d1;1d0;2 = 0 and d0;1d0;2
d1;1 = 0. From these two equations and (4), it can be
easily deduced that d0;2 = d0;1 = d1;1 = d1;2 = 0,
which contradicts the assumption.
(b) l = h2ji and j 6= h2li. In this subcase there is
no i such that i + 1 = l and h2i + 2i = j. Moreover,
when i + 1 = j, we have h2i + 2i = h2ji = l and
hi  li = hj 1  li = hj 1 2ji = h 1 ji = m 1 j.
Therefore, from (2) we have8>>>><>>>>:
dm 1 j;l  dm 1 j;j  dm 1 l;l = SQj 1 = 0
dhu ji;j  dhu li;l  dm 1 j;j = SQu = 0
dhl 1 ji;j  dm 1 l;l = SQl 1 = 0
dhi ji;j  dhi li;l = SQi = 0;
i 6= j   1; u; l   1
: (6)
From (4) and (6), we can first get dm 1 l;l = 0 and
dhl 1 ji;j = 0. According to Lemma 1, all numbers
0 : : :m   2 occur exactly once in the sequence of
numbers m   1; hm   1 + (l   j)i; hm   1 + 2(l  
j)i;    ;m  1  (l  j);m  1. Moreover, according to
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we have 0  hu   ji; hu  
li  m   2, i.e., they are in the sequence. Then,
from dm 1 l;l = 0 we can deduce that di;j = di;l =
0(i = m   1   l;m   1   l   (l   j) : : : hu   ji) by
using Equations (4) and (6) alternately. Similarly, from
dhl 1 ji;j = 0 we can deduce that di;j = di;l = 0(i =
hm   1 + (l   j)i; hm   1 + 2(l   j)i : : : hu   li). Note
that m   1   l = m   1   2j = m   1   2(l   j)
and hl   1   ji = hm   1 + (l   j)i. Once dhu ji;j
and dhu li;l are determined, according to Equation (6)
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we get dm 1 j;j = 0, thus dm 1 j;l = 0. Notice that
m   1   j = m   1   (l   j), and that hu   li and
hu   ji are adjacent points in the sequence, thus we
have di;j = di;l = 0(0  i  m   2). This contradicts
the assumption.
(c) l 6= h2ji and j = h2li. This subcase is similar to
Subcase (b).
(d) l 6= h2ji and j 6= h2li. This is the main subcase.
In this subcase, from (2) we have8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dhj 1 li;l  dm 1 j;j = SQj 1 = 0
dhu ji;j  dhu li;l  dm 1 j;j = SQu = 0
dhl 1 ji;j  dm 1 l;l = SQl 1 = 0
dhv ji;j  dhv li;l  dm 1 l;l = SQv = 0
dhi ji;j  dhi li;l = SQi = 0;
i 6= j   1; u; l   1; v
: (7)
According to Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we have 0 
hu  ji; hu  li; hv  ji; hv  li  m  2, thus they are in
the sequence fhm 1+n(l j)i; n = 0 : : :mg. Therefore,
there must be 1  x; y; z  m   2 such that hv   li =
hm   1 + x(l   j)i, hu   li = hm   1 + y(l   j)i and
m  1  l = hm  1+ z(l  j)i. From hv  li = hm  1+
x(l   j)i, we have  l  2x(l   j)(modm). Moreover,
from m   1   l = hm   1 + z(l   j)i, we have  l 
z(l  j)(modm), thus z(l  j)  2x(l  j)(modm), i.e.,
(z 2x)(l j)  0(modm). Since m is a prime number
and 1  l   j  m  2, we have (z   2x)  0(modm),
i.e., z = h2xi. Similarly, from hu li = hm 1+y(l j)i,
we have j 22   l   1 + y(l   j)(modm), thus  j 
2(y + 1)(l   j)(modm). In addition, since  l  z(l  
j)(modm) is equivalent to  j  (z+1)(l j)(modm),
we have (z + 1)(l   j)  2(y + 1)(l   j)(modm), i.e.,
z+1 = h2(y+1)i. According to Lemma 6, if z is odd,
we have z < x and z + 1 > y + 1, i.e., x  z + 1 and
y+1  z; otherwise, we have z > x and z+1 < y+1,
i.e., x+ 1  z and z + 1  y.
Then, if z is odd, adding equations di;jdi;l = 0(i =
m  1  j; hm  1+ (z+2)(l  j)i : : : hm  1  (l  j)i),
dhi ji;jdhi li;l = 0(i = l j 1; hm 1+2(l j)i : : : hj 
1  (l   j)i andi 6= v) and dhj 1 li;l  dm 1 j;j = 0 re-
sults in a new equation dhv ji;jdhv li;l = 0. From this
equation and (7), we get dm 1 l;l = 0. Once dm 1 l;l
is determined, we can easily deduce that di;j = di;l =
0(i = hm  1 + (l  j)i; hm  1 + 2(l  j)i : : :m  1  l)
by using (4) and (7) alternately. Note that y + 1  z,
thus dhu ji;j = dhu li;l = 0. From this equation and
Equation (7), we get dm 1 j;j = 0. Similarly, once
dm 1 j;j is determined, we can easily deduce that
di;j = di;l = 0(i = m   1   j : : : hm   1   (l   j)i)
by using (4) and (7) alternately. From the above we
have di;j = di;l = 0(0  i  m  2), which contradicts
the assumption.
If z is even, let us first consider the data bits di;j
and di;l, where i is in the subsequence fhm 1+n(l 
j)i; n = 1 : : :m   1   lg. If x + 1 = z, then hv   ji =
m   1   l, thus, from (4) and (7), we get dhv li;l = 0.
Otherwise, adding equations di;jdi;l = 0(i = hm 1+
(x+1)(l j)i : : :m 1 l) and dhi ji;jdhi li;l = 0(i =
hv+ l  ji : : :m  1  (l  j)) results in a new equation
dhv ji;j  dm 1 l;l = 0. From this equation and (7),
we get dhv li;l = 0. Once dhv li;l is determined, we
can easily deduce that di;j = di;l = 0(i = hm  1+ (l 
j)i; hm 1+2(l  j)i : : :m 1  l) by using (4) and (7)
alternately. Similarly, from z + 1  y, we can deduce
that di;j = di;l = 0(i = m  1  j; hm  1 + (z + 2)(l  
j)i : : : hm  1  (l   j)i). Therefore, di;j = di;l = 0(0 
i  m  2), which contradicts the assumption.
From the above, we can conclude that any valid
nonzero codeword of the code has at least three
nonzero columns, but it is easy to see that there is
a codeword of column weight 3, thus the code has
column distance of 3.
3.3 Optimal Encoding Algorithm
According to (1) and (2), calculating each parity bit
in column P needs m   1 XOR operations and cal-
culating each parity bit in column Q needs m XOR
operations. Thus, if the parity bits in columns P and Q
are calculated independently, it will need on average
m   12 XOR operations per parity bit for encoding.
This is suboptimal, since the optimal encoding needs
only m   1 XOR operations per parity bit. However,
we can achieve the optimal encoding by coordinating
the calculations of columns P and Q, specifically,
by eliminating the repetitive calculations for certain
common subexpressions of (1) and (2).
To understand how the scheme works, let us
look closely at (2) again. Since the i-th diagonal
traverses every row of the codeword, both the
(m   2   i)-th row and the (m   1   h2i + 2i)-th
row have two data bits in the i-th diagonal parity
group. In particular, the intersection of the (m  
2   i)-th row and the i-th diagonal parity group is
fdm 2 i;i+1; dm 2 i;h2i+2ig, and the intersection of the
(m   1   h2i + 2i)-th row and the i-th diagonal par-
ity group is fdm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i; dm 1 h2i+2i;h3i+3ig.
Therefore, dm 2 i;i+1  dm 2 i;h2i+2i is the common
subexpression of the two expressions used to cal-
culate pm 2 i and qi. Similarly, dm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i 
dm 1 h2i+2i;h3i+3i is the common subexpression of the
two expressions used to calculate pm 1 h2i+2i and qi.
Then, we divide all the parity bits into m   1
pairs f(pm 2 i; qi)ji = 0; 1;    ;m  2g. For each pair,
we evaluate the common subexpression dm 2 i;i+1 
dm 2 i;h2i+2i in advance, and reuse the result in both
the calculations of pm 2 i and qi. In this way, we
will eliminate a total of m  1 XOR operations during
encoding. Now we need only (m 1=2)2(m 1) (m 1)2(m 1) =
m   1 XOR operations per parity bit for encoding,
which is optimal. It is worth mentioning that utilizing
the other type of common subexpressions can also
achieve the same effect.
According to the optimizing scheme discussed
above, a formal encoding algorithm can be described
as follows.
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Algorithm 1 (Optimal Encoding Algorithm): For each
i 2 f0; 1;    ;m   2g, the algorithm performs the
following operations:
1) r  m  2  i, c1  i+ 1, c2  h2i+ 2i.
2) pr  dr;c1  dr;c2 ; qi  pr
3) pr  pr  Lm 1c = 0
c 6= c1; c2
dr;c
!
4) qi  qi  Lm 1c = 0
c 6= c2
dhi ci;c
! dm 1 c2;c2
4 OPTIMIZED DECODING ALGORITHMS
Since our codes have the column distance of 3, they
are able to correct two erasures and one error. We first
present a decoding algorithm for two erasures, which
can be used to reconstruct the lost data when no more
than two disks fail. In addition to disk failures, data
loss can also be caused by silent data corruptions,
where transient data-corrupting errors occur in some
data blocks but the system has no idea about which
disk is affected and which blocks are corrupted. To
this end, we also present a decoding algorithm that
detects/locates and corrects one error caused by such
silent data corruptions.
First, we present the decoding algorithm for correct-
ing two erasures. Note that the proof of Theorem 1 has
essentially provided a decoding algorithm for double
erasures, thus we will mainly focus on optimizing the
algorithm.
Algorithm 2 (Two-Erasure Decoding Algorithm): Like
the encoding procedure, in order to eliminate the
repetitive calculations in decoding, we need to eval-
uate the common sub-expressions first. Most of the
common sub-expressions can be evaluated directly
from the surviving bits, while a few special common
sub-expressions need to be evaluated during decod-
ing. Such special common sub-expressions that cannot
be evaluated directly are considered unknown common
sub-expressions.
If only one column (disk) is erased (failed), then
the erased column can be easily reconstructed using
either (1) or (2). Next, if two columns (disks) have
been erased (failed), then there are four cases:
Case 1: Columns P and Q are erased. In this
case, the reconstruction process is equivalent to the
encoding process.
Case 2: Column Q and data column j(0  j 
m 1) are erased. We can first reconstruct data column
j using (1), then reconstruct column Q using (2) once
data column j is reconstructed. Utilizing the common
sub-expressions, we can achieve optimal decoding in
this case.
Case 3: Column P and data column j(0  j 
m 1) are erased. We can first reconstruct data column
j using (2), then reconstruct column P using (1)
once data column j is reconstructed. Again, optimal
decoding can be achieved by reusing the values of the
common sub-expressions.
Case 4: Data columns j and l(0  j < l  m   1)
are erased. This is the main case. According to the
proof of Theorem 1, SPi (S
Q
i ) in this case denotes
the XOR of the surviving bits in the i-th row (di-
agonal) parity group. For ease of notation, we let
Ei = dm 2 i;i+1  dm 2 i;h2i+2i and  = l  j in what
follows. Moreover, if Ei is an unknown common sub-
expression (i.e., either dm 2 i;i+1 or dm 2 i;h2i+2i is
erased), then we let SP
0
m 2 i (S
Q0
i ) denote the XOR
of the surviving bits in the (m   2   i)-th (i-th) row
(diagonal) parity group except the one that belongs to
Ei.
When j = 0 and 1  l  m   1, we have
two unknown common sub-expressions: dm 1 l;l 
dm 1 l;h2li and dhv li;

l
2
  dhv li;l. Thus, according
to (4) and (5) we have8<:
dm 1 l;0  El 1 = SP 0m 1 l
dhv li;0  Ev = SP 0hv li
di;0  di;l = SPi
; (8)
where i 62 fm  1  l; hv   lig, and8><>:
dl 1;0  El 1 = SQ
0
l 1
dv;0  Ev  dm 1 l;l = SQ0v
di;0  dhi li;l = SQi
(9)
where i 62 fl   1; vg.
From the proof of Theorem 1 we have hv + n2li =
m   1   l. First, we can get Ev by adding equations
di;0di;l = SPi (i = hv+tli; 0  t  n2 1), di;0El 1 =
SP
0
i (i = m  1  l), di;0  dhi li;l = SQi (i = hv+ tli; 1 
t  n2) and dv;0  Ev  dm 1 l;l = SQ0v , i.e., Ev =
SQ
0
v 
Ln2 1
t=0 S
P
hv+tli


Ln2
t=1 S
Q
hv+tli

 Sp0m 1 l 
dm 1 l;h2li. Note that the v-th diagonal intersects the
hv+tli-th row in (hv+tli; h  tli), thus dhv+tli;h  tli(1 
t  n2   1) is involved in calculating both SQ0v and
SPhv+tli, and dm 1 l;h3v+3i is involved in calculating
both SQ
0
v and SP
0
m 1 l. Therefore, if we let S
P 0
hv+tli =
phv+tli 
 Lm 1
c = 1
c 6= l; h  tli
dhv+tli;c
!
(1  t  n2   1),
SP
00
m 1 l = pm 1 l 
 Lm 1
c = 1
c 6= l; h2li; h3v + 3i
dm 1 l;c
!
and SQ
00
v = qv 
 Lm 1
c = 1
c 6= l; h  tli
dhv ci;c
!
(1  t 
n2), we have SQ
00
v  SP
00
m 1 l 
Ln2 1
t=1 S
P 0
hv+tli

=
SQ
0
v  SP
0
m 1 l 
Ln2 1
t=1 S
P
hv+tli

, thus Ev = SQ
00
v 
SPv 
Ln2 1
t=1 S
P 0
hv+tli

 SP 00m 1 l 
Ln2
t=1 S
Q
hv+tli


dm 1 l;h2li. In this way, the calculation of Ev is opti-
mized. Then, Ev can be used to calculate both dhv li;l
and dhv li;0. Once we get dhv li;l, we can recover the
other missing bits using (8) and (9) alternately.
If 1  j < l  m   1, according to the relationship
between j and l, this case can be further divided into
four subcases:
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1) l = h2ji and j = h2li. From the proof of Theorem
1, we know that this subcase occurs only whenm = 3,
thus j = 1 and l = 2. According to (1) and (2) we have8>><>>:
d0;1  d0;2 = d0;0  p0
d1;1  d1;2 = d1;0  p1
d1;1  d1;2  d0;2 = d0;0  q0
d0;1  d0;2  d1;1 = d1;0  q1
(10)
Thus, we can recover the erased bits through the
following operations: (1)SP0  d0;0  p0, (2)SP1  
d1;0p1, (3)SQ0  d0;0q0, (4)SQ1  d1;0q1, (5)d0;2  
SP1  SQ0 , (6)d0;1  d0;2  SP0 , (7)d1;1  SP0  SQ1 ,
(8)d1;2  d1;1  SP1 .
2) l = h2ji and j 6= h2li. In this subcase there are
two unknown common sub-expressions: dm 1 l;l 
dm 1 l;h2li and dhu ji;

j
2
 dhu ji;j . Thus, according
to (4) and (6) we have:8<:
dm 1 l;j  El 1 = SP 0m 1 l
Eu  dhu ji;l = SP 0hu ji
di;j  di;l = SPi
(11)
where i 62 fm  1  l; hu  jig, and8>>><>>>:
Ej 1  dm 1 l;l = SQ
0
j 1
Eu  dhu li;l  dm 1 j;j = SQ0u
dhl 1 ji;j  El 1 = SQ
0
l 1
dhi ji;j  dhi li;l = SQi
(12)
where i 62 fj   1; u; l   1g.
First, we can directly calculate Ej 1 according to
(11), i.e., Ej 1 = dm 1 j;jdm 1 j;l = SPm 1 j . Then,
from Equation (12) we get dm 1 l;l = S
Q
j 1SPm 1 j .
Once we get dm 1 l;l, we can determine El 1, and
using El 1 we can further determine the values of
dm 1 l;j and dhl 1 ji;j according to (11) and (12) re-
spectively. Similarly, we can recover the other missing
bits using (11) and (12) alternately. Note that when
we get dhu ji;l, we will first calculate Eu according to
(11), so that its value can be used in the calculations
of both dhu ji;j and dm 1 j;j .
3) l 6= h2ji and j = h2li. This subcase is equivalent
to the last one if we exchange the values of j and l.
4) l 6= h2ji and j 6= h2li. This is the main subcase.
In this subcase there are four unknown common
sub-expressions: dm 1 j;j  dm 1 j;h2ji, dhu ji;

j
2
 
dhu ji;j , dm 1 l;ldm 1 l;h2li and dhv li;

l
2
dhv li;l.
Thus, according to (4) and (7) we have:8>>>>><>>>>>:
dm 1 j;l  Ej 1 = SP 0m 1 j
dm 1 l;j  El 1 = SP 0m 1 l
Eu  dhu ji;l = SP 0hu ji
dhv li;j  Ev = SP 0hv li
di;j  di;l = SPi
(13)
where i 62 fm  1  j;m  1  l; hu  ji; hv   lig, and8>>>>><>>>>>:
dhj 1 li;l  Ej 1 = SQ
0
j 1
Eu  dhu li;l  dm 1 j;j = SQ0u
dhl 1 ji;j  El 1 = SQ
0
l 1
dhv ji;j  Ev  dm 1 l;l = SQ0v
dhi ji;j  dhi li;l = SQi
(14)
where i 62 fj   1; u; l   1; vg.
Let z =

 l


, according to the proof of Theorem 1,
m  1  l and m  1  j divide the sequence fhm  1+
ni; n = 0 : : :mg into two sub-sequences: fhm   1 +
ni; n = 0 : : : zg and fhm   1 + ni; n = z + 1 : : :mg.
Then, the missing bits di;j and di;l(0  i  m  2) can
be divided into two parts according to the value of i,
since i is either in the sub-sequence fhm 1+ni; n =
0 : : : zg or in the sub-sequence fhm  1 + ni; n = z +
1 : : :mg. From Equation (14) we can find that only
the u-th and v-th diagonal parity groups may contain
both parts of the missing bits.
If z is odd, then dm 1 l;l is in the first part, while
both dhv ji;j and dhv li;l are in the second part.
Moreover, dm 1 j;j is in the second part, while both
dhu ji;j and dhu li;l are in the first part. Thus, accord-
ing to (13) and (14) we can get dm 1 l;l by adding
equations that contain the second part of the missing
bits, except for the equation Eudhu li;ldm 1 j;j =
SQ
0
u . Once dm 1 l;l is determined, we can recover
the other missing bits using (13) and (14) alternately.
Similarly, we can also first determine dm 1 j;j , then
recover the other missing bits. If z > m 12 , then we
will calculate dm 1 l;l first, since calculating dm 1 l;l
requires fewer XORs than calculating dm 1 j;j . Oth-
erwise, we will calculate dm 1 j;j first. In the case
z > m 12 , we have
dm 1 l;l = SP
0
m 1 j  SP
0
hv li 
0BBB@
m 1M
t = z + 2
t 6= x
SPhm 1+ti
1CCCA
 SQ0j 1  SQ
0
v 
0BBB@
m 2 zM
t = 1
t 6= x  z
SQhm 1+ti
1CCCA :
Observe that the v-th diagonal intersects the hm 1+
ti-th row in (hm  1 + ti; hv + 1  ti), thus we can
eliminate the unnecessary XORs in the calculation of
dm 1 l;l. Specifically, if we let
SQ
00
v = qv 
 
zM
t=1
dht 1i;hv+1 ti
!
SP
00
m 1 j = pm 1 j 
0BBBBB@
m 1M
c = 0
c 6= j; l; h2ji;
hv + 1 + ji
dm 1 j;c
1CCCCCA
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SP
0
ht 1i = pht 1i 
0BBB@
m 1M
c = 0
c 6= j; l; hv + 1  ti
dht 1i;c
1CCCA
(z + 2  t  m  1 and t 6= x; x+ 1)
, then we have
SQ
00
v  SP
00
m 1 j 
0BBB@
m 1M
t = z + 2
t 6= x; x+ 1
SP
0
ht 1i
1CCCA
= SQ
0
v  SP
0
m 1 j 
0BBB@
m 1M
t = z + 2
t 6= x; x+ 1
SPht 1i
1CCCA
, thus
dm 1 l;l = SQ
00
v  SP
00
m 1 j 
0BBB@
m 1M
t = z + 2
t 6= x; x+ 1
SP
0
ht 1i
1CCCA
 SPhv ji  SP
0
hv li  SQ
0
j 1

0BBB@
m 2 zM
t = 1
t 6= x  z
SQhm 1+ti
1CCCA
. In this way, the calculation of dm 1 l;l is optimized.
If z  m 12 , the calculation of dm 1 j;j can be opti-
mized with a similar method.
If z is even, then the two parts of the missing bits are
independent of each other. Each part can be recovered
by employing the method used in the case j = 0 and
1  l  m   1, thus we do not repeat the detailed
decoding procedure here.
To make the above algorithm more intuitive, we
give an example that illustrates the decoding proce-
dure.
Example 1: Consider the standard Ultimate code
with m = 7, whose diagonal parity groups are shown
in Fig. 3.
D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 P Q
0 1 2 3 4 5 52 0
1 2 3 4 5 45 0 1
2 3 4 5 31 0 1 2
3 4 5 24 0 1 2 3
4 5 10 0 1 2 3 4
5 03 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
Fig. 3. Diagonal parity groups in a standard Ultimate
code with m = 7
Assume that data columns D1 and D3 are erased
(lost), then we have u = h 1 22 i = 3, v = h 3 22 i = 4 and
z = h  33 1 i = 2. Since z is even, the missing bits can
be divided into two independent parts. The decoding
procedures for the two parts are as follows:
Part 1
1) SP
0
3  p3  d3;0  d3;2  d3;4  d3;5
2) SQ
0
4  q4  d4;0  d2;2  d0;4  d5;6
3) E4  d3;6  SP 03  SQ
0
4
4) d1;3  E4  d1;5
5) d1;1  E4  d1;0  d1;2  d1;4  d1;6  p1
6) E2  d2;0  d1;1  d0;2  d5;4  d4;5  d0;6  q2
7) d3;3  d3;6  E2
8) d3;1  SP 03  E2
Part 2
1) SP
0
5  d5;0  d5;4  d5;6  p5
2) E5  d0;5  d0;6
3) SP0  d0;0  d0;2  d0;4  E5  p0
4) E1  d4;2  d4;4
5) SQ1  d1;0  d2;4  d2;6  d3;5  E1  q1
6) SQ
0
3  d3;0  d1;2  d4;6  q3
7) E3  SQ
0
3  SP
0
5  SQ1  SP0  d5;2
8) d2;1  E3  d2;4
9) d2;3  d2;0  E3  d2;2  d2;5  d2;6  p2
10) d4;1  d5;0  d3;2  d2;3  d1;4  d1;5  E5  q5
11) d4;3  d4;0  d4;1  E1  d4;5  d4;6  p4
12) E0  d0;0  d4;2  d4;3  d3;4  d2;5  d1;6  q0
13) d5;1  E0  d5;2
14) d5;3  SP 05  d5;5  E0
15) d0;1  SQ1  d5;3
16) d0;3  SP0  d0;1
Note that we have two zigzag recursions, which can
be executed in parallel in a practical system. It is
easy to check that the decoding algorithm needs 73
XORs in this case, which is exactly one more than the
theoretical lower bound.
Next, we present the decoding algorithm in the
case where at most one column is in error, that is,
it detects/locates and then corrects the single error.
Algorithm 3 (Single-Error Decoding Algorithm): Given
a possibly corrupted codeword, if at most one column
is in error, this algorithm is able to locate and correct
it. The decoding procedure works as follows.
First, let SP = (SP0 ; SP1 ; : : : ; SPm 2; 0)T
denote the horizontal syndrome vector and
SQ = (SQ0 ; S
Q
1 ; : : : ; S
Q
m 2; 0)
T denote the diagonal
syndrome vector. We compute them as
SPi = pi 
 
m 1M
c=0
di;c
!
(15)
SQi = qi  dm 2 i;i+1  dm 1 h2i+2i;h2i+2i

 
m 1M
c=0
dhi ci;c
!
(16)
for i = 0; 1;    ;m  2.
Let ~0 be the m-dimensional zero vector, then we
distinguish between the following four cases:
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1). SP = ~0; SQ = ~0. In this case the algorithm
concludes that no errors have occurred and no further
action is needed.
2). SP 6= ~0; SQ = ~0. In this case the error is
in column P . We can correct this error by adding
modulo-2 the first m   1 bits of the syndrome SP to
column P .
3). SP = ~0; SQ 6= ~0. In this case the error is in
column Q. We can reconstruct this column by using
(2).
4). SP 6= ~0; SQ 6= ~0. This is the main case, where the
column in error must be one of the data columns. Note
that the first m   1 bits of the syndrome SP exactly
represent the error itself, thus the main task is to locate
the data column in error. If SP = SQ, the column
in error must be the 0-th data column. Otherwise,
suppose that the j-th data column (1  j  m  1) is
in error, let us look into the relationship between SP
and SQ. First, from (1) and (2) we know that dm 1 j;j
is contained in both the (j   1)-th diagonal parity
group and the u-th diagonal parity group, and dhi ji;j
is contained in the i-th diagonal parity group. Then,
we have SQj 1 = S
P
m 1 j , S
Q
u = S
P
m 1 j  SPhu ji and
SQi = S
P
hi ji(0  i  m   2; i 6= j   1; u). For any m-
dimensional column vector ~v = (v0; v1;    ; vm 2; 0)T ,
let f(~v; j) denote the vector that is derived from ~v
through the following operations: (1) vm 1  vm 1 j ,
(2) vhu ji  vhu ji  vm 1 j , (3) vm 1 j  0 and
(4) cyclically down-shift j positions. Then from the
above, the relationship between SP and SQ can be
denoted by f(SP ; j) = SQ. Therefore, to locate the
data column in error, we try to find the first index j
with 1  j  m 1 such that f(SP ; j) = SQ. If we can
find such j, then the column in error must be the j-
th data column. If there is no such j, the algorithm
declares an uncorrectable error pattern. Finally, the
algorithm corrects the error by adding modulo-2 the
first m 1 bits of the syndrome SP to the data column
in error.
5 CONSTRUCTING THE BEST SHORTENED
ULTIMATE CODES
As mentioned before, when the number of data disks
in the RAID-6 system is not a prime number, which is
the common case, we need to employ the shortened
codes. Specifically, if there are k data disks in the sys-
tem, we will take a code with m  k and assume that
there are m k data disks that hold nothing but zeros
(i.e., imaginary disks). As the code is asymmetric in
that the selection of which m k data disks (columns)
to be zero disks may affect the performance of the
shortened code. For RDP codes, the best performance
is achieved when the first m   k data disks are zero
disks, while EVENODD and Liberation codes perform
best when the last m  k data disks are zero disks.
To see how to construct the best shortened Ultimate
codes, let us review the Optimal Encoding Algorithm.
We find that each common subexpression can be used
to eliminate one repetitive XOR operation. Thus, in
order to reduce the encoding/decoding complexity to
the greatest extent, we should make the shortened
codes contain as many common subexpressions as
possible. Observe that the first type of common subex-
pressions are dm 1 j;j  dm 1 j;h2ji(1  j  m   1),
thus we shorten the Ultimate codes as follows:
1) Set A  f0; 1g, B  f2;    ;m   1g, i  k   2
and j  1
2) If i = 0 then stop, else set j  h2ji.
3) If j 2 A then set j to be the maximum element
of B.
4) Move j from B to A.
5) Set i i  1 and go to step 2.
Finally we will get two sets A and B. Set A contains
the indices of the columns that correspond to the data
disks, while Set B contains the indices of the columns
that correspond to the (imaginary) zero disks. In this
way, we have at least k   2 common subexpressions
available with the shortened Ultimate codes. As we
will see later, this algorithm constructs the lowest den-
sity shortened codes. Obviously, we can also obtain
other shortened codes by changing the initial values
of A and B. In particular, if we initialize the two sets
with A f1; 2g and B  f0;    ;m 1g A, then we
can get shortened codes whose decoding performance
are better than the lowest density ones.
6 LOWEST DENSITY PROPERTY
The Ultimate codes can also be defined by parity-
check matrices in GF(2). Consider the parity check
matrix for the shortened code with k data columns
andm k zero columns. Let w = m 1, then the matrix
is a 2w  (k + 2)w bit matrix, in which each row cor-
responds to a certain parity group and each column
corresponds to a certain data/parity bit in the array.
Each bit of the matrix indicates whether a certain
data/parity bit is contained in a certain parity group.
Then, according to the definition of the Ultimate
codes, we can calculate the number of 1’s in the matrix
as 3(k 1)+2(k w  (k 1))+2w = 2w(k+1)+k 1.
Thus, the average number of 1’s per row in the parity-
check matrix is ( 2w(k+1)+k 12w ) = k+1+
k 1
2w , which is
the lower bound proposed in [8].
Obviously, the lowest density parity-check matrix
implies the lowest update penalty. Specifically, if the
modified data bit di;j is along the shared diagonal
(i.e., i + j = m   1), then we need to update three
corresponding parity bits pi, qj 1 and qu, otherwise
we only need to update two corresponding parity bits
pi and qhi+ji. Therefore, the average update penalty is
3(k 1)+2(kw (k 1))
kw = 2+
k 1
kw , which is asymptotically
optimal as w !1.
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7 EVALUATING ULTIMATE CODES: A DE-
TAILED COMPARATIVE STUDY ON COMPLEX-
ITY
In this section, we evaluate the Ultimate codes by
comparing them with other representative RAID-6
codes in terms of encoding complexity, update com-
plexity and decoding complexity. In all the tables and
figures of this section, the numeric results were gen-
erated either by analytical models based on analysis
presented in this paper or by running the correspond-
ing implementations of the codes and counting the
XOR operations.
7.1 Encoding Complexity
As mentioned before, the encoding complexity is
measured as the average number of XOR operations
required per coding (parity) bit. In the following, we
distinguish between the two cases of (a) m varying
with k and (b) m being fixed.
Case (a) happens if the RAID-6 system does not
intend to alter the number of disks after initial de-
ployment, then m is usually set to be the first prime
number that is greater than k (or k + 1 for RDP). In
this way, the word size w = m 1 is minimized, which
will result in the minimum memory consumption
during encoding and decoding. For this case, it is a
known fact that RDP codes outperform all the other
alternatives in both encoding and decoding [7], thus
we only compare our Ultimate codes with RDP codes
here. Table 1 presents the encoding complexities of
RDP codes and Ultimate codes for 2  k  33, ex-
cluding the entries in which the two schemes perform
identically.
TABLE 1
Encoding Complexities of RDP and Ultimate Codes as
m varies with k
k RDP Ultimate Ultimates Improvement over RDP
7 6:1 6 1:67%
9 8 8:05  0:62%
13 12:06 12 0:5%
15 14 14:03  0:21%
19 18:05 18 0:28%
21 20 20:02  0:1%
23 22:07 22 0:32%
24 23:05 23:02 0:13%
25 24:04 24:02 0:08%
27 26 26:02  0:08%
31 30:06 30 0:2%
32 31:04 31:01 0:1%
33 32:03 32:01 0:06%
From Table 1 we can see that by and large Ultimate
codes slightly outperform RDP codes — there are only
four entries in which RDP codes outperform Ultimate
codes slightly. Nevertheless, the differences are quite
small.
On the other hand, Case (b) arises if scalability
and dynamic change of the RAID-6 system size are
necessary, which is the common case. In this case,
we usually set m to be a fixed, sufficiently large
prime number. The m value must be large enough
to accommodate all the possible numbers of data
disks in the RAID-6 system anticipated by the system
administrator. In this way, we can add (remove) disks
to (from) the RAID-6 system “on the fly”. Given the
practical usage of RAID-6 codes in the production
environment, we measure their shortened codes that
are derived from the standard codes with m = 17 and
m = 31. Since optimal encoding needs k 1 XORs per
coding bit, we can normalize the encoding complexity
by dividing the number of XORs per coding bit by
k   1. The normalized results are presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Encoding complexities of various RAID-6 codes
as a function of k with fixedm of 17 and 31 respectively.
We can see that the Ultimate codes outperform
all the other RAID-6 codes for almost all k values.
This is due to the shortening algorithm, which makes
the shortened codes contain as many common sub-
expressions as possible. From Section 5 we can de-
duce that the encoding complexity of the shortened
Ultimate codes is either k   1 or k   1 + 12(m 1) , and
therefore their normalized complexity is either 1 or
1+ 12(m 1)(k 1) . The normalized encoding complexity
of the other shortened RAID-6 codes can also be
calculated according to their encoding rules.
The most attractive feature of the Ultimate codes
is that if m is chosen to be sufficiently large, then for
every k  m the encoding complexity of the shortened
codes is either optimal or very close to being optimal.
This is critically significant, since we are likely to
employ the shortened codes in most instances. From
Fig. 4 we can see that this property is only possessed
by the Ultimate codes. In contrast, the curves of the
Liberation codes are flat but always above the optimal
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one, and the encoding complexities of the other two
increase substantially as k shrinks.
7.2 Update Complexity
We measure the update complexity as the average
number of parity bits that must be updated when a
data bit is modified. Fig. 5 shows the results of various
shortened codes. Like Liberation codes, the update
complexity of the Ultimate codes is very close to the
optimal value of two, and is asymptotically optimal
as m grows. In contrast, the update complexity of the
RDP codes is always roughly three, and that of the
EVENODD codes increases as k grows, approaching
an upper bound of three.
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Fig. 5. Update complexities of various RAID-6 codes
as a function of k with fixedm of 17 and 31 respectively.
7.3 Decoding Complexity
As with encoding, the decoding complexity can be
measured by the average number of XOR operations
required per recovered bit. Since the decoding com-
plexity depends on which two columns are erased for
most of the codes, we considered all the

k + 2
2

possible combinations of erasures and computed the
average complexity. Again, we distinguish between
the two cases of (a) m varying with k and (b) m being
fixed.
For Case (a), as with encoding, we only compare
Ultimate codes with RDP codes here. The normalized
results are depicted in Fig. 6. It is clear that Ultimate
codes perform slightly worse than RDP codes. Nev-
ertheless, there is only a marginal difference between
the two curves.
Now let us consider Case (b), namely, m is fixed.
In this case, we measured the decoding complexities
of all the representative RAID-6 codes. For Liberation
codes, the number of XOR operations required by
each failure pattern can be obtained by running the
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Fig. 6. Decoding Complexities of RDP and Ultimate
Codes as m varies with k.
implementation in the Jerasure library [22]. For the
other three, the numbers can be exactly calculated by
analyzing their decoding algorithms. The results are
plotted in Fig. 7, again normalized to the optimal.
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Fig. 7. Decoding complexities of various RAID-6 codes
as a function of k with fixedm of 17 and 31 respectively.
Obviously, the Ultimate codes and the RDP codes
exhibit the best decoding performance. For m = 17,
the shortened Ultimate codes notably outperform all
the other codes when 3  k  9, and they perform
slightly worse than the RDP codes when 10  k 
16. Similarly, for m = 31, the shortened Ultimate
codes notably outperform all the other codes when
3  k  16, and they perform slightly worse (within
one percent) than the RDP codes when 17  k  30.
Furthermore, from Fig. 7 we can see that even in the
worst case, i.e., m = 17 and k = 3, the decoding com-
plexity of the shortened Ultimate codes is not more
than four percent higher than the optimal. In other
words, for every k  m the decoding complexities of
the shortened Ultimate codes are always very close
to the optimal. In contrast, the decoding complexities
of the Liberation codes increase as k grows, while
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the decoding complexities of the other two increase
noticeably as k shrinks.
8 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new class of MDS array codes,
called Ultimate Codes, for building highly efficient
and scalable RAID-6 systems. They are parity array
codes with systematic, lowest density parity check
matrices. Like other representative RAID-6 codes (e.g.,
EVENODD, RDP and Liberation codes), we can build
scalable RAID-6 systems that allow adding or re-
moving disks without re-encoding by choosing a
sufficiently large prime number m and employing
the corresponding shortened codes when k < m.
Compared with the existing codes, the most attractive
advantage of the Ultimate codes is the fact that if
m is chosen to be sufficiently large, then for any
k  m, the encoding, update and decoding complex-
ities of the corresponding shortened code are either
optimal or very close to being optimal. This allows
us to achieve scalability with almost no performance
loss. Considering all the metrics of erasure codes, we
conclude that the Ultimate codes overall outperform
other representative RAID-6 codes.
Our immediate future work is proceeding along
two lines. First, although the Ultimate Codes are
either optimal or very close to being optimal in terms
of encoding, update and decoding complexities, the
practical performance of RAID-6 systems also de-
pends on the concrete implementation of the codes.
The design and implementation of a coding scheme
are two relatively independent issues, and different
implementations of the same coding scheme may
show different practical performances. Thus, we are
seeking to work out an efficient implementation that
can fully translate the complexity advantages of the
Ultimate Codes into practical performance enhance-
ment.
Another problem that we are interested is whether
the Ultimate Codes can be generalized to tolerate
three or more concurrent failures, while retaining all
their attractive properties.
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